
 360° Remote Collaboration Platform for Site Meetings

Create a future beyond distance with Avatour.

Reimagine your operations with the unique benefits of  360° Remote Collaboration Technology.

   
Save Money

   
Save Time

   
Save Our Planet

Remote Inspections & Audits
Conduct internal quality control, supplier audits, and third-party 
certifications. With Avatour, inspectors can choose their own 
perspective and move about a space freely, as if physically present.

Virtual Tours
Host an interactive and immersive remote 
site tour, enabling visitors to explore a 
place as if they were there. Host a session 
in real time or record for later viewing. 

On-Site Training
Take advantage of hands-on site training without the need to 
travel. Invite trainees, employees, or collaborators to experience 
site-specific training in real time, from wherever they are.



Our Customers

The Avatour Advantage
Revolutionize remote visits with the power of the full 
picture and the freedom to choose your point of view. 

The Avatour platform allows remote participants to 
experience the context of a real place while interacting in 
real time with the people on site. Visit your facilities, bring 
stakeholders on site, and connect people to places in real 
time – no matter where you are – with the unique power of 
360° technology.

Asset & Screen Sharing 
with built-in storage–
perfect for checklists, 
training videos, and more

Viewer Autonomy  
gives each individual the 
ability to feel physically 
present and choose their 
point of view

360° Shared Context 
provides unobstructed 
access to a location or 
facility

Real-Time Collaboration 
brings real people to real 
places, with the ability to 
interact with the space 
and on-site personnel

“ Avatour offers us a new 
dimension of digitization in the 
contract logistics business. 
It is essential for us and our 
operations to stay close to our 
customers!”

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO SCHEDULE A DEMO

Email: sales@avatour.live Visit: avatour.co/demo

– Todd Starbuck, DB Schenker 
EVP Business Development, Solution  

Design and Customer Management


